PLEASE PICK THE TRAIN ROUTE YOU'D LIKE TO TAKE - THERE ARE 2 DIFFERENT ROUTES PROVIDED THIS PAGE AND THE OTHER PAGE (Page 1/2)

● TRAIN ROUTE: "#2" - via HIGASHI-FUSSA sta.

780 yen (one way total for an adult),
1hr. 30 min. trip (approx. total duration including walking/waiting)

Starting from Fussa?
Then see the page 1/2!

● INSTRUCTIONS (tracklists at each point - see the chart above)

A. Go to Higashi-Fussa Sta. - about 10 min. walk from the Fussa Gate.

B. At Higashi-Fussa Sta purchase 580 yen (adult) / 290 yen (child) ticket for JR trains from the vending machine or attendant, if available. If you don't find them, don't worry - you can pay the fare later, either at adjustment machine or ticketer at the ticket window in Machida when you get there.

Please make sure the HACHIKO LINE you're riding on goes to Hachioji - a few HACHIKO LINE trains do not go to Hachioji while most ones do. Go to Hachioji Sta. (Yay's "Higashi-Fussa Train Schedule" information)

C. At Hachioji sta., transfer to JR YOKOHAMA LINE. Both the "Rapid" and "Local" trains can be taken. Go to Machida Sta.

D. At Machida Sta go through the "Central" JR ticket gate and proceed toward the North Exit (to the right). To the ODAKYU Machida Sta you can walk on the pedestrian deck which is connected to the ODAKYU side. From the vending machine for ODAKYU LINE, purchase 190 yen (adult) / 110 yen (child) ticket and catch the ODAKYU ODAWARA LINE toward Hon-Atsugi / Odawara. Local / Semi-Express / Section Semi Express / (and exceptionally some "partial" Express services) stop at Soubudai-mae Sta. Go to Soubudai-mae Sta.

E. At Soubudai-mae Sta go out the North Exit and walk to Camp Zama (see map on page 1/2). Camp Zama's gate #4 is the closest gate from the stat on.

(Return trip to Yokota)

Please retrace steps, using the bottom-part tracklists indicated on the TRAIN ROUTE chart above. (i.e., 2 mod). At Soubudai-mae Sta buy 100 yen (adult) / 100 yen (child) ticket and take the ODAKYU ODOWARA LINE toward Noborito / Shinjuku, back to Machida sta. At Machida, purchase 580 yen (adult) / 290 yen (child) JR train ticket and transfer to the JR YOKOHAMA LINE. Go to Hachioji, At Hachioji, transfer to the JR HACHIKO LINE to Higashi-Fussa.